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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Abstract

The Higgs boson is the only Standard Model particle that has not yet been found. One

of the experimentally more favourable production processes at the Large Hadron Col-

lider at CERN for a Higgs boson, in the theoretically favoured low mass range, is the

central diffractive process. In this thesis, different first level trigger selection crite-

ria, which use muon and/or jet signatures to retain a significant fraction of diffractive

Higgs events while still keeping the accepted event rate at an acceptable level, have

been studied. The conclusion of the thesis is that this is feasible using the already ex-

isting one and two muon triggers for the Higgs decays to ������	 and 
 
 . In addition,

a new trigger combination, one muon plus one jet could enhance the trigger efficiency

of the 
 
 channel by about 50 % without adding a significant amount of additional

background event rate. In addition, a method to correct the first-level measurements

of transverse jet energy so as to better correspond to the real transverse jet energy has

been developed in the thesis.

1.2 Motivation

To be able to discover the Higgs particle, we must first make sure that a we do not

reject them at the lowest trigger level, which has the crudest information on each event

it scrutinizes and the highest rate of events to consider. Thus the level-one (L1) trig-

gers that are implemented should be a compromise between having low computational

complexity necessary to get a fast save-or-discard decision, reducing the rate enough
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so as not to overwhelm the high level trigger, and discriminating between the back-

ground and the L1 signatures of all the physics processes we can reasonably expect to

learn something about at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Being a multidimensional

optimization problem, there will not be any globally optimal L1 threshold values that

are best for the measurement of all physics processes. Thus every interesting process

has to be studied to find the signal efficiency of all the L1 triggers that can discriminate

that process from other background processes. By looking at all of these studies, one

may obtain the ranges for L1 trigger thresholds within which most of the important

physics processes are triggered on with enough efficiency.

Of course, factors like minimum permissible rate reduction are not constant, but

depend on the luminosity of the LHC, which will start low and be improved gradually,

as the accelerator experts get to know the machine. Therefore the best Higgs-creating

subprocesses to trigger on change, as the instantaneous and integrated luminosities

grow. The exclusive diffraction Higgs production cross section is predicted to be only

around �������	���� of the total Higgs cross section (Ref. [1]). However, exclusive central

diffraction has a much lower background and better mass resolution, and will be of

interest after the LHC has collected � ��������� fb 	�� � . This does not mean diffractive

scalar particle production is of no interest before a few years have gone by, since some

extensions of the Standard Model, like supersymmetry, can enhance the Higgs pro-

duction cross section by a few orders of magnitude (Ref. [2]), or some other unknown

scalar particle might be found already very soon after beam collisions start. Also,

exclusive central diffraction can be used for precision measurement of gluon physics.

In looking for the Standard Model (SM) Higgs one should first check the efficiency

of the already implemented L1 triggers, for different values of the Higgs mass. LEP

gives an experimental lower limit on the mass around 115 GeV from direct searches

and indirect electroweak precision measurements at LEP and the TeVatron give an

upper mass limit around 300 GeV. In addition, the Higgs is easier to detect for higher

masses at the LHC, so the thesis focuses on the detectability of a diffractively produced

Higgs near the LEP limit.

This thesis is one in a chain of several theses (Ref. [3] and [4]) investigating dif-

ferent experimental aspects related to the feasibility of measuring a low-mass Higgs at

the LHC through diffractive processes.
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1.3 Overview of this thesis

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate CMS/TOTEM L1 triggering on diffractively

produced Higgs boson events as a function of the accelerator luminosity. Some not yet

implemented trigger primitive combinations that could be added at L1 to give apprecia-

ble additional efficiency at a reasonable extra background rate are also studied. A full

CMS detector simulation is used for generating the L1 trigger primitives. The results

of the thesis will be included in the to be published review ”Prospects for Diffractive

and Forward Physics at the LHC” on the physics of combined CMS and TOTEM data

taking.

This thesis is organized as follows: In the rest of this chapter, there is a short in-

troduction to the physics used in this thesis, i.e. the Standard Model and Feynman

diagrams, and then the LHC is described. In chapter 2, the theory of the Higgs mecha-

nism is introduced, as well as Higgs production and Higgs decay at the LHC. Chapter

3 presents the software tools used. Chapter 4 contains the results of this thesis, and in

Chapter 5 conclusions are drawn. Section 4.1 has been expanded to an internal CMS

note, and is given last, in Appendix A.

1.4 Particle physics primer

1.4.1 The Standard Model

The presently accepted model of particle physics is called the Standard Model (SM)

and contains three of the four fundamental interactions in nature, namely electromag-

netism and the weak and strong nuclear forces, but not gravity. The SM consists of

two distinct theories, namely the electroweak theory and Quantum Chromo-Dynamics

(QCD, the quantum theory describing the strong force).

According to the Standard Model, there are three generations of matter particles

having two quarks and two leptons each, which are all called fermions. Of these, only

the first generation is stable.

There are also twelve force carriers for the three forces, namely one for the electro-

magnetic force, three for the weak force, and eight for the strong force. All fermions in

the Standard Model couple to the weak force, while only the charged particles couple

to the electromagnetic force, and just the quarks and gluons couple to the strong force.

These force carrier particles are called bosons. The definition of fermions and
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Table 1.1: The particles and force carriers in the Standard Model, according to [5] and

[6].  "! is the most popular renormalization scheme, which is necessary since the

quarks are confined inside hadrons and their mass is therefore determined indirectly

through their influence on hadronic properties; all other quark masses are also calcu-

lated using this scheme, except for the top-quark which decays before it has time to

hadronize.

Name Symbol Mass Charge Spin

Quarks �#
up u 1.5-3  %$'&)(+* # 2/3

down d 3-7  ,$'&)(�* # -1/3

charm c �.-0/.1324�5-6�.798:$'&;(�* # 2/3

strange s 70-120  %$'&)(�* # -1/3

top t �'<+=5->/324�5-6�?8@$'&)(+* # 2/3

bottom b =A->/+��24�5-0�.<98@$'&)(�* # (  "! ) -1/3

Leptons �#
electron e 511 B5$'&)(�* # -1

electron neutrino CED F4�G$'&;(�* # (*) 0

muon H 106  %$'&)(�* # -1

muon neutrino C'I F"��7.�?B5$'&)(+* # (*) 0

tau lepton J 1.78 8:$'&;(�* # -1

tau neutrino CEK F"��L5-0/? %$'&;(�* # (*) 0

Electroweak 1

vector bosons

photon M 0 eV ( F4N?O?��� 	���P $'&;(�* # ) 0

W-boson � 	 (.� � 80.40 8@$'&)(�* # 2Q�
Z-boson Z 91.19 8:$'&;(�* # 0

gluons g 0  ,$'&)(�* # 0 1

(SU(3) colour octet)

SM scalar boson 0

Undiscovered Higgs H �%�.�'198@$'&)(+* # 0

(*) See text �47?RS$'&;(�* #
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bosons is that a boson has intrinsic quantum mechanical spin TUOWVYXZT%[\�5X]�.X^/_X]-]-]-
while a fermion has spin �`T�a �# �bOcVYXZTd[e�5X]��X�/_X]-]-f- . They also differ in that the net

number of fermions (number of fermions minus number of antifermions) is always

conserved, while bosons can be created in any number.

A further scalar boson for generating the mass of the fundamental particles called

the Higgs is as yet undiscovered, the search for it being the topic of this thesis. All

these particles are listed in Table 1.1 with their most important characteristics.

The first generation quarks are the constituents of the atomic nucleus, in composite

particles called protons and neutrons, while all other combinations of quarks form var-

ious unstable hadrons, called baryons when they consist of three quarks, and mesons

when they are formed from a quark and an antiquark. Because only quarks and gluons

interact with the strong force, they can not be seen as free particles, since the po-

tential between them grows very large at small energy scales, corresponding to large

inter-quark distances. This implies that if for example the quark and antiquark of a

meson are separated more than some femtometers there will be enough energy to cre-

ate a quark-antiquark pair between them, confining the original quarks within separate

mesons.

The first generation leptons are, respectively, the electron neutrino and the elec-

tron. The electron, being a stable charged particle much less massive than a proton or

neutron, orbits the atomic nucleus at much larger distances than the nuclear size. This

means that chemical reactions of an atom are determined by the electron structure of

the atom alone. The neutrino, on the other hand, is a much more elusive particle since

it has no electric charge nor does it interact strongly, implying that it only feels the

weak force. This force is weak because the masses of the intermediate vector bosons

that convey it are very large (80-90 GeV), so that the effective range of the virtual force

carriers is of the order of magnitude�gVcO�*f�h(A��L��jik7.� GeV �l[����m��� 	��on m �p-
Because this length scale is very much smaller than the size of an atom, the prob-

ability of any interaction taking place between a neutrino and any of the pointlike

constituents of the atoms is very small. This leads typically to astronomical distances

between successive interactions (an average of which is the interaction range) for neu-

trinos; for example, the neutrinos emitted by the fusion reactions in the sun have an

average interaction range in lead of the order of light years. Thus the usual way to

identify neutrinos produced in a particle collision is to look for missing energy and
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nonconserved total momentum.

In 1998, the Super-Kamiokande Collaboration [6] found that muon neutrinos from

the decay of the secondary muons created by cosmic rays in the atmosphere oscillated

into some other undetectable flavor (tau neutrino, or a hypothetical sterile neutrino),

which could only happen if neutrinos had non-zero mass. Thus, these oscillations take

place because the neutrino flavor eigenstates are not equal to the mass eigenstates. The

constraints available from this experiment where mainly on the difference between

the squares of the two masses qQR #rts [vu R #r iwR #s u . They gave only a lower limit to

the masses, if one assumes that one of the neutrinos was massless, but one could not

exclude the case of nearly degenerate masses.

In 2001, the heavy water Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) [7] made observa-

tions of the solar neutrino flux of both electron neutrinos and with a lower sensitivity of

all flavors. These observations showed that the shortfall of neutrinos with respect to so-

lar models that had already been seen by Ray Davis [8] in 1968 could be satisfactorily

explained by another of the neutrino flavors having mass. The best-fit region accord-

ing to Ref. [5] is qQR ## � [x��L_-0� �Ay{z �	�y{z | �}OW�]� 	�~ $'& # and q�R #| # [\�m�.-67Wi����}O:��� 	�| $'& # ,
meaning that at least two of the three neutrino mass states must have a mass above� qQR ## �l� 7 meV.

1.4.2 Diffractive processes

When two protons interact, about 50 % of these interactions are diffractive. In these

diffractive interactions the protons lose only a small part of their energy and emerge

as protons or low-mass excited baryons. If both leave as protons, the process is called

central diffraction in this thesis1 if a central system is formed between the protons, or

elastic scattering if the process is simply �QaU�S�x�QaU� . If one or both of the protons

are excited to a higher-mass state, it is called single or double diffractive dissociation.

These diffractive processes are schematically shown in Figure 1.1.

The diffractive processes can be described as an exchange of a pomeron, i.e. an

object having the quantum numbers of the vacuum, for fractional proton momentum

losses up to a few percent, but for larger losses meson exchanges become important.

In QCD this can be described to a first approximation as the exchange of two gluons

having combined the quantum numbers of the vacuum, so that there will not be any

colour field between the protons.

1also known as Double Pomeron Exchange
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Pomeron

Proton

Proton

Elastic Scattering

Pomeron

Diffractively excited proton

Proton

Single diffractive dissociation

Pomeron

Diffractively excited proton

Diffractively excited proton

Double diffractive dissociation

Pomerons Central system

Proton

Proton

Central diffraction

Figure 1.1: Different diffractive processes.

If a central system is produced in the interaction, it will be well separated from

the protons in rapidity2 space. Experimentally this separation is seen as a ”rapidity

gap”, which is a void of any particle production in a certain pseudorapidity3 interval.

However, according to Ref. [9] the exchanged ”pomeron” cannot really be considered

a particle, since for example in the interaction between a proton and a virtual photon,

the photon is absorbed, as viewed in the Breit frame, long before all of the gluons have

interacted, forming the ”pomeron”-virtual photon scattering process. The Breit frame

is also called the ”Brick Wall” frame, where the virtual photon has a four-momentum�p� such that �p� ak/E�Y�Z�"[%� , where �Y� is the struck quark momentum fraction and � is

the proton four-momentum.

The mass of the central system produced in central diffraction is #� D������g��� �,� � � #�� X (1.1)

2Defined as �3���0����� �����h��� '� �]¡ .3defined as ¢c�U£¥¤Y�§¦`¨f¤Y�{©ª ¡�¡ , where « is the polar angle with respect to the beam line. This is ¬�.®
when ¯9°%± and «l°³²�
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where � is the fractional proton momentum loss and � is the center-of-mass energy

squared. The mass can thus be indirectly measured if one can detect both outgoing

protons and measure their momenta.

1.4.3 Tests of the Standard Model

The Standard Model has been precisely tested up to energies around 2 Tera-Electron

Volts (TeV) in particle accelerators. Some constraints on new physics above that en-

ergy are available from precision measurements done at existing accelerators, since

some processes that take place unhindered at higher energies still happen with a much

lower probability at lower energies. The suppression for some such processes is pro-

portional to the ratio of the collision energy and the mass scale of the new physics

raised to some power, while for example the quantum corrections caused by the SM

Higgs are proportional to the logarithm of the Higgs mass. More imprecise constraints

are available from cosmic ray collisions with atomic nuclei in the atmosphere. Be-

cause these are fixed-target collisions, even the highest-energy cosmic ray ever seen,

which had an energy around
� � [´1�� J = �5-¥�@Oµ��� n TeV, would only have given a

Center-of-Mass (CM) collision energy of
�?¶�· [ � /9O � � O�RQ¸�[¹<+N�1 TeV, assum-

ing it collided with a hydrogen atom. A cosmic ray above that energy is at present

seen much less often than once per year for even the largest cosmic ray detectors, by

definition. Therefore the precision of our data above a few hundred GeV will indeed

improve by many orders of magnitude when data from the LHC becomes available.

The accelerators used to test the SM have had almost exponentially growing CM

collision energies ever since the first particle accelerators were built at the end of the

1920s. The highest energy tests have been done at the presently running TeVatron col-

lider at Fermilab, outside Chicago and at the Large Electron Positron collider (LEP)

at CERN, Geneva, which closed in 2000. Both of these have made substantial con-

tributions to the determination of SM parameters, even though the TeVatron collides

protons and anti-protons at an energy of 1.96 TeV, whereas the LEP collided electrons

and positrons (anti-electrons) at an energy of less than 0.209 TeV. The reason for this

is that the proton is not a pointlike particle, but consists of three valence quarks, plus

virtual gluons and sea quarks that bind them together. Therefore the effective collision

energy is on the average much less than 1 TeV. In most collisions no valence partons

in the different protons interact with each other; only virtual gluons and quarks are

struck in at least one of the colliding protons, producing an irreducible low-energy
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background. This background was absent from LEP, since the electron is a pointlike

particle, and the effective collision energy was thus mostly equal to the CM energy.

1.4.4 Feynman diagrams

In quantum mechanics, the probability of detecting a particle at a position º� y is u »G�¼º� y �'u # ,
where » is the wave function, or the amplitude for that particle. If one of many iden-

tical particles is detected, one must add their amplitudes together before taking the

absolute value squared, since the wave functions can interfere with each other. In par-

ticle accelerators one is also interested in having some measure of the probability of

specific processes. This turns out to be most naturally satisfied by using the concept

called a cross section. A cross section is the notional area each particle is assigned to

convert a given flux of colliding particles to the measurable rate for the specific process

of interest.

The cross-sections ½ of all processes in the Standard Model can in principle be

calculated by expanding the amplitude ( ½e¾ u ¿9RW�YÀÂÁ�ÃmÄÆÅ�$5u # ) as a power series in a

theory-specific coupling constant which has to be small for the series to converge. The

cross section is obtained by adding together the amplitudes of each possible process

that takes the specified incoming particles and ends with the specified outgoing par-

ticles. These simple particle processes can graphically be presented using Feynman

diagrams, which consist of the parts presented in Figure 1.2. The amplitude corre-

sponding to a given diagram is found by multiplying factors for each line and each

vertex, and integrating over any internal loops. This power series expansion is also

called a perturbative expansion.

Example Feynman rules

As an example, here follow the Feynman rules for calculating the matrix element for

electron and photon interactions, from Ref. [10].

First, draw all Feynman diagrams with up to a given number of vertices. They

will consist of electron lines, photon lines, and vertices having one incoming and one

outgoing electron line and one photon line . Each vertex will contribute a factor�Ç/EÈ¼� � O3$�Oc�`M I �gÉ]ÊGO�Ë � ��BQiÌB�Í�a � �pX
9



Gluon

Fermion, e.g. electron

Antifermion, e.g. positron

Vector Boson, e.g. photon or Z-boson

fermion loop

Scalar boson, e.g. Higgs

Time goes from left to right

Lines represent particles

Figure 1.2: Feynman diagram glossary

where $ is the electron charge, M I are the gamma matrices,

M y [vÎwÏ #mÐÑ# �� i Ï #mÐÑ#µÒ X{M r [´Î � ½ ri9½ r � Ò X
½ � [vÎ � �� � Ò XZ½ # [ÓÎ � iÔÁÁ � Ò ½ | [vÎ � �� i:� Ò X

and Õ and Ö are the gamma matrix index for the incoming and outgoing electron lines,

respectively. The Ë -function ensures that the sum of the four-momentum of the incom-

ing electron, B , and the photon four-momentum � will be equal to that for the outgoing

electron, B Í . The four-momentum is a four-vector whose time-component �×y is the

energy, and the other three components form the usual three-space momentum º� . For

the initial and final state particles the norm, i.e.� # [%Ø I � I OÙ�AI@["Ø I'Ú Û �EIfÛ�OÙ� I OÙ� I [Ü��� y � # i��+º�Æ� # X
is equal to the mass of the particle squared, but internal lines need not fulfill this on-

mass-shell condition, as long as the four-momentum is conserved at each vertex. Here�+I�ÛG[Ýi Ï � Ð � aÞ/?O�Ë y I9O3Ë y Û is the Minkowski spacetime metric of special relativity.

Each external electron line will give a factor � �AÁÇTàß'á5�+º��XZ½��{(A��/¼OYÈâ�{|mã # , where � ��Á�Tàß'á
can be Ä�É or ÄÆÊ for an electron in the final or initial state, respectively, whereas for a

positron it is ä+Ê or ä.É in the final or initial state, respectively. ½ is the z-component of

the electron spin. A spinor is a four-component wave function for spin �'(�/ particles,
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invented by Paul Dirac. An external photon line contributes a factor$fIA�+º��XZ½��{( � ��/EÈâ� | O3/p� y
in the initial state, and $ ÐI �+º��XZ½��{( � ��/EÈâ� | O3/p� y
in the final state. Here $]I means the photon polarization vector.

Each internal electron line between two vertices, having a four-momentum of B ,

will include a factor iÔÁ�Ç/EÈâ� � OSå i9ÁàO3æ |Û^ç y M�Û)O�B Û aèRéO Ï � Ð �^ê Ê]ÉB # aèR # iÌÁëO�ì X
where R is the electron mass, ì is infinitesimal, and Ö labels the vertex the line comes

from and Õ the one it goes to. An internal photon line gives a factoriÔÁ�Ç/EÈâ� � O �EIfÛ� # iÌÁëO3ì X
where � is the photon four-momentum.

Lastly one integrates the product of all these factors for each diagram over all

internal momenta, and sums over all Dirac ( ÕlX]-]-]- ) and spacetime ( HíX]-]-f- ) indices, and

adds together the results for all diagrams.

Figure 1.3: Example Feynman diagram with two vertices, one internal electron line,

two external electron lines and two two external photon lines. A diagram with only

one vertex, i.e. $'�îa,$+	Þ� M would not work since in the center-of-mass frame the

momentum of the photon would have to be equal to zero while the energy would be

larger than /+R�D{* # .
Thus one can calculate using these rules, for example, the electron-positron anni-

hilation cross section, i.e. the reaction $E��aï$+	� MðañM . The tree-level diagram, i.e.

the one without any internal loops, for this process is shown in Figure 1.3.

Even when looking at diagrams with just a few loops, there will still be quite a

lot of possible permutations of the loops, but the first term, i.e. the one with no loops,
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is still dominant for almost all processes that are allowed without any internal loops;

the dominant Feynman diagrams for electroweak processes disallowed at tree-level are

called penguin diagrams. The first term often gives the largest contribution since the

electromagnetic coupling constant is Õlò0ó ·cô � �'(_���.< at low energy scales and grows

logarithmically with energy, not exceeding �5-6�5� at any reachable energy.

In practice, because the weak and electromagnetic coupling constants are small at

all accessible energies, this perturbative expansion works well for them, whereas the

previously mentioned low-energy imprisonment of the quarks is caused by the growth

of the strong force coupling constant from 0.119 at the mass of the Z-boson to unity

at an energy scale of a few hundred MeV. Below approximately 1 GeV, perturbation

theory calculations thus don’t converge quickly enough if at all for QCD. Here one

must thus come up with some ad hoc model validated by low-energy experiment, like

Regge-theory [11].

One reason for using these Feynman diagrams instead of just making all the various

integrals and calculations one by one without this graphical aid, is that the Feynman

diagram method uses unchanging rules for each diagram, whereas if one just did ad

hoc calculations, unnecessary further scope for errors would be introduced.

1.5 LEP and the LHC

CERN (Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire) is a large European particle

physics center at the French-Swiss border in Geneva, whose flagship particle accelera-

tor during the last two decades was the Large Electron-Positron (LEP) collider, which

was housed in an underground circular tunnel having a circumference of about 27 km.

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) was proposed as a hadron collider that would

reuse the LEP tunnel. It was first mooted in the 1980s. To compete with the U.S.

Superconducting Supercollider (SSC) it was decided to maximize the luminosity of

the LHC to compensate for the lower energy of the LHC compared to the SSC, which

was due to the LHC having a shorter tunnel. By using proton-proton collisions, the

constraints and inefficiencies from antiproton production, deceleration, storage, and

reacceleration that had plagued among others the TeVatron, would also be relieved.

Of course, this advantage was bought at the cost of making the dipole magnets more

complicated, because the counterrotating beams could not go through the same vacuum

pipe. This is in contrast to the case of proton and antiproton beams which could share
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a common vacuum pipe, having opposite charges going opposite ways.

During 1999-2000, the LEP center-of-mass energy was raised as high as it could go

in the search for the Higgs boson and any other heavy particles predicted by extensions

of the Standard Model; from the Z-production peak at  èõ�[%75� GeV to 209 GeV near

the end. The most acute limit on the collision energy at the end was synchrotron

radiation from the electrons, which cause energy losses at a rate proportional to the

electron energy to the fourth power. Thus even if one found a way to double the

amount of energy being used to accelerate the leptons, that would still only raise the

collision energy by � /���ö .

Just at the end, in November 2000, two of the experiments at LEP had found a 3- ½
signal from a putative 115 8:$'&;(�* # -mass Higgs, and thus all four experiments asked

for an extension into 2001 of the data taking, which was not granted to expedite LHC

construction. The majority of the LHC construction consisted of removing the old LEP

detectors, magnets and beam vacuum vessel and installing the new ones instead, plus

other necessary beam infrastructure.

The protons in the LHC will first be accelerated in the Super Proton Synchrotron

(SPS) to 450 GeV and then injected into the main ring in the form of bunches contain-

ing ÷Ü��� �g� protons each, the bunch separation being 25 ns, corresponding to a distance

of 7.5 m. They are then accelerated to 7 TeV, for a center-of-mass collision energy of

14 TeV when they collide almost head-on; the crossing angle is not precisely zero so

that the beams separate after the designated interaction point (IP). However, even when

the beams are compressed to their minimum cross section of ÷ø/+�:HàR only a few of

the protons experience high-energy scattering, since the effective proton radius is ÷¹�
fm.

The present timetable for the LHC turn-on is that all the detectors will be installed

during 2007 and that there will be colliding beams around the end of 2007, with an

intention of reaching the design luminosity, ��� |Ñ� *pR 	 # � 	�� , as soon as possible (within

three to five years from turn-on).

For an overview of the main LHC parameters, see Table 1.2.

1.6 LHC experiments and triggers

The four main interaction points of the LHC house, respectively, the all-purpose exper-

iments ATLAS and CMS (the forward physics experiment TOTEM is housed around
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Table 1.2: Parameters of the Large Hadron Collider at CERN [12], taken from Ref. [13]

Injection Collision Collision

Parameter [unit] Design Stage 2 Commissioning

Luminosity [ *�R 	 # � 	�� ] - ��-0�?O?��� |Ñ� 1�-+OG�]� | #
Bunch crossing frequency [ns] 25 25 75

Number of bunches 2808 2808 936

Circulating beam current [A] 0.582 0.582 ��� 	�|
Protons per bunch ��-ù�'19O?��� �g� �.-¥�'1ÔO?��� �g� NGO9��� �oy

Interactions per crossing - 19.3 2.9

Proton energy [GeV] 450 7000 7000

Stored energy per beam [MJ] 23.3 362 63

the CMS interaction point, at distances from 10 m to 220 m), the heavy-ion experiment

ALICE, and the bottom-quark experiment LHCb. Of these, this thesis will concentrate

on the combined data taking of the CMS and TOTEM experiments.

The CMS [14] interaction point is surrounded by a large superconducting dipole

magnet which creates a very intense 4 T magnetic field throughout its interior for

easy muon momentum measurement without needing to have an unprecedentedly good

muon chamber resolution. The diameter of the central cylindrical cavity through the

dipole magnet is 5.9 m, and this cavity contains, in addition to the beam vacuum

vessels and the IP, several detectors. One of these is the silicon Inner Tracker which

consists of three layers of silicon pixel detectors nearest to the IP having a total area of÷Ü��R # , and ten layers of silicon microstrip detectors beyond them having a total area

of 200 R # . The Inner Tracker has particle tracking capability up to pseudorapidities 4�µ[%2@/_-ú= , corresponding to particles leaving the IP at an angle larger than ten degrees.

This detector can resolve the common vertex of the decay products of heavy-quark

hadrons that decay relatively far from the IP (more than a few tens of micrometers

away). It is also able to measure the momentum of the charged particles since the

detector is permeated by a 4 T magnetic dipole field.

After this precision detector comes the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), which

4defined as ¢c�U£¥¤Y�§¦`¨f¤Y� ©ª ¡�¡ , where « is the polar angle with respect to the beam line. This is ¬�.®
when ¯9°%± and «l°\ûü
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consists of 61200 lead tungstate (PbWO � ) scintillating crystals, and photodetectors to

convert the resulting light into electrical signals. This detector intercepts electrons and

photons up to u �âuE[,� , but can’t stop heavier particles.

The long-lived heavy particles, i.e. muons and hadrons, go on to the hadronic

calorimeter (HCAL), which is the outermost detector inside the dipole magnet, and

also has some scintillators on the outside of the magnetic coil. To maximise the ab-

sorption within the central cavity most of the space beyond the ECAL is filled with

brass, the embedded detector volume being minimized by using plastic scintillator

tiles connected by long optical fibers to photodetectors outside the cavity. The HCAL

detects hadrons up to u �âu+[,1 .
Finally, muons are caught by the muon chambers, but neutrinos (and other hy-

pothetical stable very weakly interacting particles) escape undetected. There are three

different muon detectors: Drift Chambers in the central region ( u �¼u�F"��->/ ) where muon

rates, the residual magnetic field and the neutron induced background are low; Cath-

ode Strip Chambers in the endcap ( �.-6�ýF\u �âuâFø/_-ú= ) where all these are higher, and

Resistive Plate Chambers in both regions ( u �âuÙFø/_-¥� ) that can stand very high muon

rates and provide a fast signal for triggering.

The TOTEM collaboration has two near forward telescopes for charged particle

tracking, one at 7.5-10.5 m and the other at 14 m from the IP, covering pseudorapidities

of �îF³u �¼u×Fþ1 and 1_-6�îF³u �¼u×FÝN5-0N respectively. There are also very forward roman

pot detectors at 147 m and 220 m from the interaction point. The implementation

of detectors at 420 m from the IP is being studied; see Ref. [15]. The very forward

detectors are used to detect the scattered protons that have lost at most a few percent

of their original beam momentum.
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Chapter 2

The Higgs boson

The pioneers of relativistic quantum theory for electromagnetism (QED), among oth-

ers Richard Feynman, found that certain calculations with the by assumption pointlike

elementary particles would give a result of infinity, which is obviously non-physical.

Later, it was found that one could add a finite number of corrections that absorbed

the infinities (the procedure was called renormalization). There were just a few of

these corrections in QED, and by using them one got a mathematically somewhat non-

rigorous theory that worked, and gave correct results with a precision better than one

part per billion (see for example Ref. [16]). However, when one tried to manually add

mass terms to the Standard Model Lagrangian, which parametrizes all interactions in

the model, it was found that the resulting theory was non-renormalizable. Therefore,

some other way to add the observed masses had to be found.

The Higgs mechanism for mass generation was invented by Peter Higgs in 1964

[17], and consists of adding spontaneous symmetry breaking to the model. The sim-

plest model for which this is possible, has a complex scalar field ÿ , with a Lagrangian

(which is by definition equal to a kinetic energy term T minus a potential energy term

V) � [��4iñ&Ý[ �/ ���.I�ÿ×� Ð ��� I ÿë� iw� H #/ ÿ Ð ÿWa � = �Çÿ Ð ÿë� # �
This consists of kinetic, mass and quartic self-interaction terms. If H # is positive,

the potential term will have a minimum at ÿ4[ � , but if it is negative the minimum

is all points on a circle with radius utÿ}u y [Óä�[ � i9H # ( � . The absolute phase of

the minimum being irrelevant, one may set it to zero and expand ÿ around this valueÿS[�äëa��àa�Á � , where both � and � are real scalar fields and ä is the vacuum expectation
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value of the Higgs field, giving a new Lagrangian� [ �/ ���.I+�A� # i � ä # � # a �/ ���.I � � # i � �oä�� | a �= � � a �= � � añä�� � # a �/ � # � # ��a �= � ä � -
Now we have a massive ( � , mass [ � iG/+H # ) and a massless ( � ) real scalar. The

massless scalar is a Goldstone boson [18] and cannot be a real particle, since no such

particle has been observed. This particle can be removed by making the Lagrangian

locally gauge invariant, meaning that it should be invariant under a change»lÍ5[��W�Â��É���»ñ[�$ r Ê ò	��
 ô� »9X
where Q is the charge and Õ��`�YÉ.� is a function of the space-time coordinate �×É . Only

the kinetic term need be changed, and this is most easily done by adding a massless

vector field ¿ I and replacing partial derivatives by covariant derivatives defined as

� I [�� I iÌÁÇ¿ I�� -
If the field transforms locally like¿9ÍI [,¿9IÔa��.I.Õ)�`�×�
and a kinetic term for this field is added to the Lagrangian� [ �/ � � I�ÿ×� Ð � � I ÿ×�Ùi�� H #/ ÿ Ð ÿQa � = ��ÿ Ð ÿ×� # � i �= � I�Û � IfÛ X
it will then be locally gauge invariant. Here, too, a mass term would break local gauge

symmetry. However, since Õ is a function of the same spacetime coordinates �ëÉ as ÿ ,

one can fix a particular gauge by choosing Õ��`�×��[ i���á��ë�ÇÿÙ�`�×�h�{( ��� , making ÿ real in

this gauge. This gets rid of the Goldstone boson, since the theory should be invariant

under gauge transformations, and for one particular choice of gauge, the Goldstone

boson has no physical existence. Thus by setting ÿS[�ä3a��¼�`�×� , one gets a Lagrangian

� [ �/ ���.I��Y� # acH # � # i �= � IfÛ � I�Û a � #/ ä # ¿ I ¿9I�i � ä�� | i � = � � a � # ä�¿ I ¿ÔI��Ya � #/ ä�¿ I ¿9I�� #
The first two terms define a massive real scalar (the Higgs), the second two a mas-

sive gauge boson, and the rest are interaction terms.

This is certainly an elegant mass generation scheme, but to prove that it really is

true, we will have to discover the scalar Higgs boson, and ideally also measure many of
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its properties, like mass, self-coupling, quantum numbers and width, since they should

not all be independent.

Furthermore, because the self-interaction gets larger for larger Higgs masses, there

is an upper bound in the SM on the mass of the Higgs, beyond which this self-

interaction would violate unitarity. This maximum SM mass is of the order 1 TeV,

meaning that the LHC should be able to find or exclude the SM Higgs at all possible

masses.

2.1 Higgs production

The Higgs production cross section in any particular production process is intimately

connected to the corresponding Higgs partial decay width since the process � �� ��áEÃmÁÇ*�À`$ � can happen in either direction. The Higgs particle couples to fermions with

a coupling constant ��! !#"ø[ R ! (+ä , where ä is the vacuum expectation value of the

Higgs field, whereas for the weak gauge bosons �%$ and & y it couples like ��')(�'+* " [/+R # ' (+ä and �.õ_õ " [ /+R #õ (+ä [19]. The partial decay width of the Higgs to a fermion-

antifermion pair is proportional to this coupling constant squared. Therefore the Higgs

production cross section is dominated by processes where the Higgs couples to the

most massive particles, namely the top quark and the weak gauge bosons. For example,

the dominant mode of Higgs production at both the LHC and the TeVatron colliders

is gluon-gluon fusion with an internal top loop coupling to the Higgs. See Figure 2.1

for Feynman diagrams of the direct Higgs production processes in a hadron collider,

and Figure 2.2 for the cross sections of these processes at the LHC as function of the

Higgs mass, calculated within the Standard Model in Ref. [20].

2.2 Higgs decay

The Higgs will preferentially decay to the highest mass fermions having a mass less

than half the Higgs mass, but because of differences in the other factors in the decay

amplitudes to fermions and gauge bosons, it turns out that below a Higgs mass of 140

GeV the decay to 
 
 is dominant, whereas above that � � � 	 dominates. See Figure

2.3 for branching ratios and Figure 2.4 for total decay width, both figures taken from

Ref. [23]. The �Ý�à��	 dominance is caused by the partial decay width to ���à�Ü	
being twice that for &,& at large Higgs masses where the Higgs-vector boson coupling
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Figure 2.1: Higgs production Feynman diagrams at hadron colliders, from Ref. [22]

Figure 2.2: Higgs production cross sections at the LHC, from Ref. [20]

is strong, as calculated by Ref. [21]. Also, when both W-bosons are real, around " � /. ' , -l��&,& Ð � is reduced to just 2 % of -l�Ç� � � 	 � . Lastly, even for a very

massive Higgs above 400 GeV, the top-antitop branching ratio never exceeds either of

the vector boson branching ratios.
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Figure 2.3: Branching ratio of various Higgs decay modes, as a function of Higgs

mass, from Ref. [23]

2.3 Pre-LHC Higgs searches

The most far-reaching pre-LHC Higgs search was done at LEP, where a 95% confi-

dence lower mass limit of 115 GeV was found. The corresponding limits set by the

TeVatron are even lower, in spite of the higher beam energy and total integrated lu-

minosity, because of the higher backgrounds and larger dispersion in collision energy

values and measured jet energy.

At Fermilab, a SM Higgs can be detected at 3-5 ½ statistical significance only up to

a mass of 130-140 GeV, depending on the expected integrated luminosity collected by

the planned shutdown of the TeVatron at the end of 2009.
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Figure 2.4: Decay width of SM Higgs, as a function of Higgs mass, from Ref. [23]

2.4 Higgs search at the LHC

The LHC has enough luminosity at high enough collision energy that the total rate of

Higgs production is more than one per day at the design collision rate. However, each

trigger level must retain an appreciable fraction of the events while at the same time

reducing the recorded data rate by many orders of magnitude: at level one the input rate

of collisions is 40 MHz and the output rate is 100 kHz, while the post-triggers rate is

O(100) Hz. At the same time, a low-mass Higgs decays to a few low-energy jets, which

is not distinctive enough from the overwhelming jet background for the decay products

to form an unambiguous trigger. Therefore one has to choose triggerable subprocesses,

like for example top-antitop-associated Higgs production, which can have up to three

additional high-� � jets per top quark, and also high-� � leptons. Another highly visible

mode is Higgs decaying to two photons, which happens with a branching ratio of�Wi"�ðOµ�]� 	�| for a Higgs mass below 150 GeV as can be seen in Figure 2.3. The

total Higgs production cross section at the LHC will be dominated by gluon fusion

( �Ga.�Q� � ) and is a decreasing function of the Higgs mass [20], from � �.� fb at the
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LEP lower limit at 115 GeV to � ��� fb at around 300 GeV, which is the indirect upper

limit obtained from precision measurements at LEP using the top mass determined

directly by TeVatron as a constraint [24].

2.5 Diffractive Higgs-production

A distinctive mode of Higgs production is central diffractive Higgs production, ��a� � �Qaïá/�]��-0�����Qa1�³aïá2�]��-0�3�]�Waý� . Here á/�]��-0����� means that, except for possible

pileup events, i.e. multiple protons interacting during the same bunch crossing, the

very forward protons and the Higgs should be separated by many units of rapidity with

no other particles between them. The Higgs is produced with a central pseudorapidity

distribution with a width of less than 3 units in rapidity. The protons, on the other hand,

are at pseudorapidities u �¼uâ� < , since they lose only around 1% of their momentum,

because the mass of the produced central system is #" r546487 �,� � � #�� X
where � is the fractional proton momentum loss and � is the center-of-mass energy

squared, i.e. (14 TeV)
#

at the LHC.

Thus, if one can measure both forward protons accurately one gets a much better

mass resolution for the central system, making for both a more precise measurement of

the Higgs mass and a sharp reduction of the background. In Ref. [25] the mass resolu-

tion using only the forward protons was studied and found to be O(1) GeV. In addition,

one can measure the parity of the central system. Central diffractive production will

mostly produce central systems having quantum numbers 9;: ¶ [,� ��� , according to for

example Ref. [26]. Here 9 is the total angular momentum, � the (spacetime) parity1

and < the charge conjugation parity2. This reduces the � � background substantially.

The cross section of this process is quite a bit smaller than the total Higgs produc-

tion cross section, and was historically also uncertain by orders of magnitude. Lately

the predictions fall within an order of magnitude centered on ÷Ý� fb [27]. This would

give an appreciable sample of Higgs particles after a few year of LHC running, when

the LHC creates ���m���.��� fb 	�� of integrated luminosity per year. This process is a very

interesting challenge at L1 even so, since the above-mentioned small cross section

1 =>�?A@ =>
2Charge ?B@ Charge
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means one has to have a good signal efficiency at L1 without in most cases having any

information from the forward proton detectors, because of their distance from the IP

and the corresponding signal delays.

A Feynman diagram of the process is shown below in Figure 2.5, and an example

of the predictions for the cross section in Figure 2.6.

p

p

H
rap.gap

rap.gap

Figure 2.5: Feynman diagram of diffractive Higgs production at LHC

Figure 2.6: As an example, predicted Higgs cross section as a function of Higgs mass

and collision energy for three different generators for central diffractive Higgs produc-

tion, from Ref. [28].
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Chapter 3

Tools

3.1 CMS/TOTEM L1 trigger

The CMS/TOTEM L1 trigger is hardware-based, with a few adjustable thresholds and

parameters, but the combinations of L1 trigger objects comprising the subset of modes

actually triggered on are set before any data is taken and after that they are rarely

changed. Thus it is imperative to do simulations beforehand to find as many as possible

of the simplest L1 trigger combinations that are reasonably efficient for the particle

process of interest while stringently cutting the uninteresting background. The L1

trigger must check all the trigger combinations before the event under study drops off

the end of the 128-event queue, so within �'/�L3Ol/.1 ns = �5-0/3H � . At L1, the information

from the central system is coarse-grained and no information is available from the very

forward detectors beyond 220 m from the IP that have a combined particle plus signal

travel time larger than the L1 latency time of �5-0/+H � .
Of the CMS detectors, only the information from the electromagnetic and hadronic

calorimeters and the muon detectors are available at L1.

At L1, jets are reconstructed using the calorimeter response by dividing the com-

plete calorimetry coverage into /./@O:��L regions in the �`�×X^ÿë� -plane1. This aggregates=@O�= calorimeter towers into one L1 calorimeter region (coarsening the resolution by

a factor four in both ÿ and � ). Then a �@O9� calorimeter region window is slid across

the �o�ÆX�ÿë� -plane, and a new jet is declared to be the �:O?� calorimeter region window

with the largest
���

sum such that the central region in the �@O9� window has a larger

1 ¢DC @ �0���FEHG��_�§«JILK ¡o¡ and « ( M ) is the polar (azimuthal) angle with respect to the direction of the

clockwise turning beam.
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�3�
than any of its neighbours. The

���
of the jet is set to equal to the

���
sum of the

regions in the �WOc� window and its coordinates equal to those of the central region.

Since no weighted average is computed, this further degrades the angular localization

of the jet. The used regions are then zeroed and the next jet is iteratively searched for

using the same algorithm until all jets above a 5 GeV threshold are found. See Figure

3.1 for a visualization of the L1 jet finding algorithm.

On the average this algorithm captures only around N.��ö of the actual jet
�9�

, and

of course it also degrades the information on the angular localization of the jet. For

more on this algorithm and a description of the previous L1 jet calibration that served

as a basis for the one used in this thesis, see for example [29].

The muon trigger aggregates the information from three types of muon detectors:

the Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC; u �¼uâF /_-¥� ) which have excellent time resolution

and are used for triggering so that any muon can be reliably associated with a specific

IP crossing time. The second type of muon detector are Drift Tubes (DT) in the barrel

of the CMS detector ( u �âu F �.-0/ ) and last are Cathode Strip Chambers (CSC) within

the endcap of the barrel ( �.-6��Føu �¼uYF /�-6= ). Both of the latter have very good position

resolution.

The CSC and DT each have a Local Trigger that finds good track segments and

sends them to the two Regional Muon Triggers covering u �¼u�F"�.-6� and u �âu��%�.-0� , since

the CSC and DT detectors overlap. Each of these Regional Muon Triggers sends its

best four muon candidates to the Global Muon Trigger. In contrast, the RPC uses a

Pattern Comparator Trigger to directly find the best 4+4 muon candidates in the endcap

and barrel. Because the CSC and DT-detectors have very good background rejection,

whereas the RPC detectors are very efficient, the Global Muon Trigger outputs the four

best muons that are either seen by both kinds of detectors regardless of their quality,

or that are seen by one of them and have a high quality.

3.2 Simulation

The data used for the results of the thesis were produced on a computing cluster at

the University of Wisconsin. The simulation was done by using on the one hand

the Monte Carlo particle generator PYTHIA [30] (latest version 6.3) for background

(QCD) event samples, and on the other hand the generators EDDE [31] version 1.1

and ExHuME [32] version 1.0 for simulating Higgs production. All three were fol-
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HCAL/ECAL L1 jet finding: in non-central regions the towers are larger in ��Å�ÿâXZÅ�� )

Figure 3.1: Visualisation of the L1 jet finding algorithm. Tau-like tower patterns on

the right: Tau veto bit not set for each =cO�= region if that region has only four or less

contiguous active trigger towers, matching the veto patters shown. To consider an L1

jet a J jet, none of the nine regions must have a tau veto bit set.

lowed by a detector simulator, which was OSCAR [33], and the reconstruction pro-

gram ORCA [34].

The analysis was done by running ROOT [35] scripts on the L1 output from the

simulation.

3.3 Generators for diffractive Higgs

The diffractive Higgs events were produced using the Monte Carlo event generators

EDDE and ExHuME [28]. ExHuME is based on the perturbative calculations of Khoze

et al. [1] and adds a soft-survival probability parameter ! # to capture the nonpertur-

bative low-energy filling-in of the rapidity gaps. EDDE, on the other hand, uses non-

perturbative improved Regge-eikonal calculations with Pomeron exchange between

the protons without an explicit ! # parameter, since Regge theory is presumed to im-

plicitly correct for that. To not create any pre-final-state gluons in the rapidity gaps, a

Sudakov factor is included in both simulations, making the cross section drop rapidly

for larger Higgs masses as the gluon phase space grows. Both of the generators then

let PYTHIA evolve their parton-level output to the final hadron-level state. According
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to Ref. [28], the total cross sections for a 120 GeV Higgs predicted by EDDE and

ExHuME are 1.94 fb and 2.8 fb respectively. Furthermore the rapidity distribution

for ExHuME is narrower, thus resulting in a considerably higher detected cross sec-

tion and efficiency for ExHuME than for EDDE in this channel. The output of both

simulations were used, except sometimes when it was previously verified that in that

particular case it made no appreciable difference.
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Chapter 4

Results

4.1 Jet N � calibration

For a more detailed treatment of this topic, see appendix A.

At L1 the rough algorithms that are used for the very time-limited jet finding,

reconstruct on the average only 60 % of the input jet
�Ô�

(see Figure 4.1), varying also

as function of the pseudorapidity and the
�Ô�

of the jet. Thus, a calibration to remove

as much as possible of the variation is necessary, since there is some nonlinearity in the

detector response, especially at the lowest detectable energies. These nonlinearities are

of concern for detecting a low-mass Higgs, since the maximum jet
�9�

from its decay is

around 60 GeV. In addition, the rate of occurrence of fake jets in the calorimeters with

an
�3�

below 30-40 GeV (corrected) is not precisely known before the LHC is actually

running rendering these low energies unusable for triggering for the time being.

The QCD background samples were simulated at the University of Wisconsin Tier-

2 computing cluster 1 with PYTHIA version 6.3. A jet-finding algorithm was applied

on the final state particles of the events, giving a list of so-called generator-level jets.

The events were further run through an OSCAR 2.4.5 full CMS detector simulation

and an ORCA 7.6.1 L1 jet reconstruction simulation, giving the reconstructed L1 jets.

The calibration was done by first correlating L1 jets and generated jets. The criteria

was that they were within an angular distance of� qQ� # aÞqµÿ # F4�5-6����*p$]T×Ãmá2��Ào� ß'á �_->1A��Oëß'á2PQ��á+Å��pX
where � is the pseudorapidity, and ÿ is the angle of the jet in the plane transverse to the

beam. Central jets are the ones with u �¼u�F4� and forward jets the ones with �µFþu �¼u�F�1 .
1www home-page: http://www.hep.wisc.edu/cgi-bin/cms/CMSJug.cgi?p=datasets
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Figure 4.1: L1 measured
���

divided by generated
���

, for jets with a generated
�3� �1��G8@$'&

Each L1 jet was correlated with the closest generated jet fulfilling the above angular

distance criterion; if no generated jet was close enough, there was no match, but no

check was done to exclude the possibility of multiple L1 jets being correlated with

the same generated jet. This was presumed not to be a big problem since the smallest

difference in L1 jet angles is a multiple of 0.35 in ÿ , and � for central jets, whereas the

corresponding step size for forward jet � is 0.55.

Afterwards, the correlated jets were assigned to one of 22 pseudorapidity bins

based on its L1 � , and the generated jet
�Ô�

and L1 jet
�3�

were added to a two-

dimensional histogram corresponding to that � -range. All 22 histograms were then

fitted with a function consisting of two connected parabolas including the transition

point as a fitted parameter also, giving five parameters in all.

However, not to bias the result through misidentification of very low
�9�

generated

jets with unrelated L1 jets, the function was fitted so that it gave the best-fit L1
�9�

corresponding to a given generated
���

, while what is wanted is of course the inverse of

the function. The decision to use two parabolas was taken since it gave a lower R # and a

better fit than any of the algebraically invertible polynomials, i.e. a single polynomial

of first, second, third or fourth degree. As stated above, the rapidity binning was

approximately 0.3 within the central six units in pseudorapidity and outside that 0.6.

The calibration was found to work well since, as seen in Figure 4.2, the calibrated
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L1
���

is found to be an almost unbiased estimator of the true generated
�9�

. From

Figure 4.4 the post-calibration
���

resolution is found to be½}� ��� �{( ��� [è�Y�TSý�Y�?O � �à�?[���N5-6��<�24�5-6�.N��höUS �m�]=A�l2w/.�höµ( � �3� [GeV] -
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Figure 4.2: Fractional deviation of the corrected
�Ô�

from the generated
���

for an

independent QCD sample.
���

was required to be within the domain of validity of the

calibration fit. QCD sample 170 GeV F V� � F /+�.� GeV, where V� � is the transverse

momentum of the parton in the process.

To check whether the calibration reduced the variation with respect to � and
�?�

as

desired, Figure 4.3 shows the detection efficiency as a function of the generated jet
�?�

for a certain
�3�

-cutoff, using the calibrated
���

instead of the measured L1
���

. Three

things are worth noticing. Firstly, the differences in the behaviour of the efficiency

for the different � -intervals are small, though not zero. Secondly, the 50 % detection

efficiency corresponds to an
���

value that more-or-less corresponds to the cutoff value

of 40 GeV. Thirdly, the transition from a low to a high efficiency is happening in a short�3�
interval, effectively leading to a sharp selection on the real jet

�9�
.
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Figure 4.3: Detection efficiency for jets with calibrated
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generated jet
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. The full line shows jets with u �¼u5F 1.5, the dashed line jets with 3.0FÜu �¼u�F 5.1 and the dotted line jets with 1.5 F�u �¼u�F 3.0.

4.2 Invariant masses of jet combinations

The invariant mass of two jets is given byR #r �JW [ � � � a � # � # i"u��ëº� � aÓº� # �'u # (4.1)R #r �JW � /9O � � O � # Oc����iYXJZ�[ \ � O]XJZ�[ \ # iiY[_^a`T\ � O][_^a`b\ # O]XJZ�[]�Çÿ � iñÿ # �{� (4.2)

where the following relations have been usedº� � � Oc[8^d`b\9O]XJZ�[ÆÿµO º V��a � Oc[8^d`T\9O][_^d`9ÿµO ºVe aa � OcXfZ�[ \9O º Vg (4.3)R ��h � # FjF � ��h � # (4.4)� [ �3� OcXfZ�[_i�� (4.5)

\ [ /9Okj/l8Xfmnj/`Ô$ 	po (4.6)

The invariant masses reconstructed from the jets, for a Higgs with a mass of 120

GeV, is shown in Figures 4.5 - 4.7.
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Figure 4.4: Gaussian width of the distribution of the ratio of the calibrated jet
�9�

and the generated
�3�

as a function of the generated
���

for central L1 jets ( u �âu)F
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Figure 4.5 shows the invariant mass distribution for the largest two generated jets,

which shows the expected maximum mass corresponding to the Higgs mass, with an

extended tail to shorter masses, since the two bottom-quarks from the Higgs decay will

not always decay to just two observable jets, because of the significant probability that

one of them emits a hard gluon giving a third final state jet.

Figure 4.6 shows the invariant mass distribution for the two L1 jets in events with

exactly two jets detected at L1. Here the peak has shifted to much lower masses, and

the detector effects have smeared the distribution, so it is more symmetric around its

maximum.

Finally, Figure 4.7 shows the invariant mass distribution for the two largest cali-

brated L1 jets having an
���

above 40 GeV in events with at least two L1 jets detected

at L1, using the jet
�3�

correction described in Appendix A. This distribution shows a

larger resemblance to the distribution for the generated jets and is centered at the cor-
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rect Higgs mass. The small peak near zero can be removed by also demanding that the

difference between the angles of the jets in the transverse plane to the beam be near È ,

which one would expect also to reduce the QCD background at low invariant masses.

A corresponding invariant mass rate distribution for the background is shown in

Figure 4.8, and resembles the distribution of the Higgs sample, except for the long

tail to larger
�3�

’s. Thus it is not a surprise that a back-to-back condition for the

jets ( u qµÿîiïÈ�uâF �5-ú= ) shown in Figure 4.9 only reduces the background by ÷\���.ö .

However, an invariant mass cut does look useful, since it can be seen in Figure 4.9

to have an efficiency of around 15% for signal generated with ExHuME (identical for

EDDE, not shown) while it reduces the background by a factor 150. The conclusion

is that the invariant mass of the two largest jets can be used for selecting Higgs events,

but only if the Higgs mass is already well known.
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Figure 4.5: Invariant mass of largest two generated jets, when demanding generated�3� �4=��98:$'& for a Higgs with a mass of 120 GeV without taking detector effects into

account.
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Figure 4.6: Invariant mass of two L1 jets reconstructed from the measured L1 jet
�9�

for events with exactly two L1 jets for a Higgs with a mass of 120 GeV, including

detector effects.

4.3 Muon triggers present and future

Since a light Higgs boson decays to 
9i 
 -quark pair, or if it is a little more massive

also to �Ý�à�Ü	 , both of which have muon-rich decay products, some interesting L1

triggers are the already implemented �fH and /+H triggers. In addition, some trigger with

muons and jets is interesting, since the Higgs decay will contain both, and the pure L1

2-jet trigger cannot be extended to low enough
�Ô�

without exceeding the allowed sub-

trigger rate of O(1 kHz) already at a luminosity of ��� | # *pR 	 # � 	�� . Figure 4.10 shows

the trigger rate as a function of the L1 muon transverse momentum2 ( �â� ) threshold and

Figure 4.11 the signal efficiency as a function of the L1 muon threshold. At a luminos-

ity of /;O��]� |g| *�R 	 # � 	�� the 1 H trigger � � threshold is expected to be approximately 14

GeV, leading to an efficiency of 6 % for a 120 GeV Higgs. A 1 Hða,��r�$fÃ trigger could

have a lower muon � � threshold around 4-6 GeV, giving an additional 3-5 % of effi-

ciency. These thresholds are a little lower than the latest version of the corresponding

2the component of the muon momentum perpendicular to the magnetic field used for bending the

trajectory of the muon.
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Figure 4.7: Invariant mass of the two L1 jets with the largest
�Ô�

for events with at

least two L1 jets with a corrected
���

above 40 GeV, for a Higgs with a mass of 120

GeV, including detector effects and jet
���

calibration.

High Level Trigger (HLT) thresholds [36] of 19 GeV and 7 GeV, but at HLT there is

more information available from the Roman Pots, among other things, which should

compensate for this shortfall.

The 2-muon trigger rate is shown in Figure 4.12 giving an assumed second muon� � threshold of 2-4 GeV. A 2-muon trigger efficiency of around 2 % can be extracted

from Figure 4.13 using such a threshold. However, if the �]H�a"��r�$fÃ trigger is imple-

mented, it will presumably overlap somewhat with the /+H trigger so that a fraction of

the events triggering the /+H trigger also trigger the �]Hða��nr�$fÃ trigger.

The muon triggers and other triggers based only on the central ( u �¼ubF 1 ) muons

and jets are complementary to the Roman Pot triggers studied by Richard Croft (see

Ref. [37]) since an L1 trigger demanding hits in the Roman Pots only, has an efficiency

of around 20 % and a low enough background rate only up to luminosities a few times��� | # *�R 	 # � 	�� . On the other hand, by adding central L1 objects to the trigger, one

may reduce the background appreciably, and so reach higher luminosities. Naturally

the Roman Pots are also useful in lowering the background rate of L1 triggers based

only on central objects; for example an L1 trigger demanding two jets above threshold
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has too high a threshold to be useful in finding the Higgs above a luminosity of a

few times ��� | # *�R 	 # � 	�� too, because of pileup. Also, by using central objects-only

triggers one can gain around ten percent of signal efficiency from the muon triggers

alone that should overlap little with the events reaching the Roman Pot. Furthermore,

by triggering on an appreciable fraction of the events having both protons detected

in the proposed Roman Pots at =�/+� m [15] from the interaction point, many events

are saved for the higher trigger levels where the missing invariant mass of the central

system can be easily reconstructed from the two forward protons. These Roman Pots

cannot be used to trigger at L1 on their own since they are so far away from the IP that

the trigger signal from them arrives after the time the L1 decision for that event has to

be taken.

4.4 A somewhat more massive Higgs

The Higgs boson dominantly decays to a particle-antiparticle pair of the most massive

particle with a mass less than half the Higgs mass, since the Higgs couples to the mass

of elementary particles. This implies that a very light Higgs decays dominantly to 
�i 

for Higgs masses up to around 140 GeV. Above 140 GeV �Ü�à��	 starts to dominate,

since /)O; ' � �]N5� GeV, and the off-mass-shell W suppression factor is less than the

ratio between the couplings to � � � 	 and 
)i 
 for the Higgs.

The � � � 	 decay mode gives on the average rise to more primary decay jets than

the two in the previously considered case of a Higgs with a mass of 120 GeV, thus

lowering the average
���

of any of them, making them more difficult to reconstruct. In

fact, if four L1 jets are required, only 0.6% of the signal events are accepted, compared

to the 47% expected from the branching fraction.

Because the � -boson branching ratio to H�aÞC+I and J aïC'K are each 11% [5], and

17% of the J leptons subsequently decay to muons, ������	 Higgs events are more

muon rich than 
_i 
 Higgs events. Therefore, the one muon trigger has an efficiency of

16 %, with a 14 GeV � � threshold (See Figure 4.14). Because of the lower average jet�3�
, the �]H@aÌ��r�$fÃ trigger brings only an additional 1.5 % efficiency. A 2-muon trigger

efficiency of around 1.5 % was found for a 140 GeV Higgs decaying to � � � 	 for an

assumed second muon � � threshold of 2-4 GeV.
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Figure 4.10: Expected trigger rate for a 1 H (upper plot) and 1 H a���r�$fÃ (lower plot)

trigger for QCD background, at a luminosity of /QOµ��� |g| *�R 	 # � 	�� . The jet energy

threshold is 40 GeV.
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Figure 4.11: Signal efficiency for the 1 H (upper plot) and 1 H�a,�nr�$fÃ (lower plot) trig-

ger for diffractive Higgs events for a Higgs with a mass of 120 GeV. The jet energy

threshold is 40 GeV. The Higgs sample was generated with ExHuME.
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Figure 4.12: Expected trigger rate from QCD background for the 2 H trigger, at a lumi-

nosity of /9O9���.|g|}*�R 	 # � 	�� .
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Figure 4.13: Signal efficiency for the 2 � trigger for diffractive Higgs events for a Higgs

with a mass of 120 GeV. The Higgs sample was generated with ExHuME.
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Figure 4.14: Signal efficiency for the 1 H and 1 H a���r�$fÃ trigger in diffractive Higgs

events for a Higgs with a mass of 140 GeV decaying to a � � � 	 pair. The jet energy

threshold is 40 GeV. The Higgs sample is generated with ExHuME.
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4.5 Scalar sum of L1 jet N �
Since a light Higgs decays mostly to two jets, an interesting variable to look at is

the sum of the
� Í� � of the two largest jets in an event divided by the sum of all jets

in that event, since the sum of the
���

of all identified jets is available at L1 as a

parameter called � � . Figure 4.15 shows the efficiency of such a requirement for a

Higgs sample generated with EDDE and its background acceptance. The trigger uses

the parameter � ��� �m� 4 D 7 �� a � # ��� � �m� 4 D 7 �� �{(}æ r � r� evaluated for each event, except if either

of the two jets are below
�3� [Ý=��.8@$'& . Figure 4.16 shows the same thing, only now

the two jets are in addition required to be central ( u �âucFv� ). The improvement in

the signal to background ratio is the ratio of the signal efficiency and the background

acceptance, as shown in Figure 4.17. A condition like � � �� a � #� �{(2� � �Ý�_-07 , which

was proposed in Ref. [37] can be evaluated. From Figures 4.15-4.18 it can be seen

that such a condition might be useful as an additional one for background-dominated

triggers like two central jets above ÷ =�� GeV; in this case the signal to background

ratio was increased by ÷Ý=.��ö , while ÷¹�'/.ö of the signal was retained. However, the

� � condition by itself has about the maximum allowable background rate already at a

luminosity of ��� | # *pR 	 # � 	�� , as can be seen in Figure 4.18.

4.6 Back-to-back criterion for the two largest L1 jets

Since a light Higgs decays mostly to two jets, another variable to investigate is the

difference in the ÿ -coordinate between the two largest
�Ô�

jets. This variable is in-

teresting because if there are only two decay jets, they should be exactly antiparallel

in the Higgs rest frame. Now, the � coordinates of the jets in the lab frame will in

general not be of equal magnitude and opposite sign like in the rest frame, due to a

boost of the produced Higgs in the beam direction. However, the back-to-back con-

dition will be maintained in the transverse plane, so the difference between the two

azimuthal angles of the two jets should still be around utÿ � i%ÿ # u � È . Due to the

coarse ÿ -reconstruction at L1, the ÿ angles will only be back-to-back with a precision

corresponding to the L1 granularity of ÷Ó�5-6�9á2��Å � /+�p� . The efficiency of a 2-jet

trigger plus a back-to-back condition was investigated. The latter was chosen to beu qµÿ}u���/�->< , where qµÿ is defined to be the smaller angle between the jets in the trans-

verse plane, i.e. ��� u qµÿbu�FþÈ . By taking the ratio of the trigger with the ÿ cut and

the one without, one obtains the fraction of the events having 2 jets above a threshold,
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Figure 4.15: Efficiency for a 2-jet
���

sum (2� � requirement at L1. � � is the sum of

the
� Í� � of all L1 jets, not just the 12 jets available as L1 trigger objects. The calibrated

jet
���

is used. The upper curve is for the EDDE Higgs sample and the lower for the

QCD background.
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Figure 4.16: Efficiency for a 2-jet
���

sum (/� � requirement at L1. The jets are required

to be central, i.e. within u �¼u�Fw�5-6� . � � is the sum of the
� Í� � of all L1 jets, not just the

12 jets available as L1 trigger objects. The calibrated jet
�Ô�

is used. The upper curve

is for the EDDE Higgs sample and the lower for the QCD background.
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Figure 4.17: Efficiency ratio as a function of a 2-jet
�Ô�

sum (/� � threshold require-

ment. � � is the sum of the
� Í� � of all L1 jets. The calibrated jet

���
is used. The upper

curve is for central jets and the lower for all jets.
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Figure 4.18: Background rate at a luminosity of ��� | # *pR 	 # � 	�� for a trigger requiring

at least two jets above an
���

of 40 GeV as a function of a 2-jet
���

sum (/� � threshold

requirement. � � is the sum of the
� Í� � of all L1 jets. The calibrated jet

�3�
is used.

The lower curve is for central jets ( u �âu Fø� ) and the upper for all jets. The rate at a

threshold of 0 is equal to the 2-jet rate with no � � condition.
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for which these jets are back to back. In Figure 4.19 the 2-jet efficiency is shown, in

Figure 4.20 the 2-jet plus ÿ cut, and in Figure 4.21 the ratio of the two efficiencies for

the Higgs signal and the background. Since the jet
�Ô�

threshold cannot be lower than

around 40 GeV, and because the majority of Higgs jets have an
�9�

at or below ÷ N.�
GeV such a trigger would have a background acceptance of above L���ö and a signal

efficiency around 7.��ö , as shown in Figure 4.21, making it unusable.
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Figure 4.19: Trigger efficiency for 2 jets above an
�Ô�

threshold. The calibrated jet
���

is used. The upper curve is for EDDE Higgs events and the lower for QCD background

events.
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Figure 4.20: Trigger efficiency for 2 back-to-back jets above an
�9�

threshold. The

back to back requirement is utÿ s D�� � i ÿ s D�� # u���/�-><_XZ�D�eu qµÿ}u�FÞÈ . The calibrated jet
�3�

is used. The upper curve is for EDDE Higgs events and the lower for QCD background

events.
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Figure 4.21: Partial efficiency for a back-to-back condition on the two largest
�9�

jets above a threshold, i.e. the ratio of the efficiencies for a 2-jet trigger and a trigger

requiring the two jets plus u ÿ s D�� � i4ÿ s D�� # u¼�e/_-><�X^���\utÿ � i�ÿ # u¼F�È as a function of

the
�3�

threshold. The calibrated jet
���

is used. The upper curve is for EDDE Higgs

events and the lower for QCD background events.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

In this thesis I investigated proposed and accepted CMS/TOTEM L1 triggers com-

posed of various combinations of L1 objects, and their signal efficiency and back-

ground rate in finding a diffractively produced low-mass Higgs.

I found that the muon triggers combined give an efficiency of about 8% if the Higgs

decays predominantly to 
 
 and about 17 % if the Higgs decays dominantly to �e�à�Ü	 .

By adding an L1 trigger combining a muon and a jet, the � � 
 
 trigger efficiency can

be increased to ÷ �'/.ö . Such a trigger would not significantly increase the efficiency

in the �x� � � � 	 channel. These triggers will complement the trigger using 2 jets

in the central CMS detectors plus a proton in the closeby Roman Pots at 220 m from

the IP, as proposed in Ref. [37].

The invariant mass of the 2 jets could also be used to reduce the background rate

with the caveat of introducing mass dependencies in the triggering. This is probably

not desirable, at least not before one knows the Higgs mass more precisely than the

present indirect measurement of 114 GeV F³ " F 300 GeV, at 95% confidence. A

trigger based on the sum of the two largest jet
�Ô�

’s as a fraction of total
���

, turned

out to improve the signal to background ratio by around =���ö . It could thus be used as

an extra condition in background-dominated triggers like the simple 2-jet L1 trigger.

In contrast, a trigger based on the difference in the ÿ coordinate between the two jets

turned out to be useless at the foreseen jet
�Ô�

threshold.

I also studied the measured
���

of L1 jets, which on the average corresponds to

only around 60 % of the real jet
���

, varying also as a function of the rapidity of the

jet. To remedy the situation using only information available at L1, I looked for an

algebraically simple calibration function, which I chose to be two parabolas joined to-
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gether, within the region where they are monotonically growing. Using the calibration,

the
���

resolution was improved to ½}� ��� �{( ��� [ N5-ú=�öASe�]=.��ö�( q ��� [GeV] for L1

central ( u �âu�F 3.0) jets .

To summarize: a diffractively produced Standard Model low mass Higgs should

be triggered with a substantial efficiency at the first trigger level at the LHC, provided

that the theoretical predictions of cross section of a few femtobarns are correct.

Further detailed high trigger level and offline studies are necessary to validate the

feasibility of detecting a diffractively produced Standard Model low mass Higgs after

the LHC has collected ����.� fb 	�� � , i.e. when the sample of events for this signal-

dominated process should be large enough to claim a 5-7 standard deviation Higgs

signal.
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Appendix A

Transverse energy correction for L1
jets in CMS1

A.1 Abstract

We describe a method for calibrating the transverse energy (
�9�

) of jets reconstructed

by the first level (L1) trigger in CMS. Corrections are made as a function of both

pseudorapidity ( � ) and transverse energy based on simulated PYTHIA QCD events.

Special emphasis has been made to extend the validity of the calibration to as low
�?�

jets as feasible. The transverse energy resolution for L1 central ( u �¼u�F 3.0) jets after

the calibration is found to be ½}� ��� �h( ��� [,N_-6=�öUS%�]=���ö�( q ��� [GeV] -
A.2 Introduction

The ability to reliably trigger on level one (L1) jets is crucial both for many Stan-

dard Model measurements as well as for new physics searches at the LHC. This is

especially relevant for the forward physics program of the combined CMS/TOTEM

running, where the interesting jets are expected to have a fairly low transverse energy

(
���

), examples of such process can be found in Ref. [38] and [25]. A calibration of the

measured L1 jet energy is essential, since only approximately 60 % of the jet energy

is detected and there are also large variations as function of pseudorapidity ( � ) and
�?�

due to the experimental apparatus and its response to particles. This note describes the

calibration of the
���

of jets reconstructed by the L1 trigger of CMS. Special atten-

1F. Oljemark, K. Österberg and M. Grothe, CMS internal note, CMS IN-2006/040.
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tion is put on having a valid calibration also for jets down to
�Ô�

’s of about 30 GeV.

The resulting jet
�3�

calibration is automatically applied to all reconstructed L1 jets in

ORCA from the version 8.13.1 onwards. The previously valid L1 jet
�?�

calibration

can be found in Ref. [39].

At L1, jets are reconstructed using the calorimeter response by dividing the com-

plete calorimetry coverage into /./@O:��L regions in the �`�×X^ÿë� -plane2. This aggregates=@O�= calorimeter towers into one L1 calorimeter region (coarsening the resolution by

a factor four in both ÿ and � ). Then a �@O9� calorimeter region window is slid across

the �o�ÆX�ÿë� -plane, and a new jet is declared to be the �:O?� calorimeter region window

with the largest
���

sum such that the central region in the �@O9� window has a larger�3�
than any of its neighbours. The

���
of the jet is set to equal to the

���
sum of the

regions in the �WOc� window and its coordinates equal to those of the central region.

Since no weighted average is computed, this further degrades the angular localization

of the jet. The used regions are then zeroed and the next jet is iteratively searched

for using the same algorithm until all jets above a 5 GeV threshold are found. At the

global calorimetric L1, the information from at most twelve jets (the four most ener-

getic central, the four most energetic central “ J ” and the four most energetic forward

jets) is available as well as the
�3�

sum of all the reconstructed L1 jets. In this study, no

distinction has been made between the thinner L1 “ J ” jets and standard L1 jets since

many QCD and b-jets, especially at low
�Ô�

’s, are tagged as “ J ” jets at L1.

A.3 Event sample used

The QCD jet events used for the calibration were generated with PYTHIA [30] ver-

sion 6.3. A jet-finding algorithm was run on the final state particles to provide a list of

generator-level jets as input to the study. The full simulation of the CMS detector was

performed with OSCAR 2.4.5 for the QCD sample and with OSCAR 3.6.5 for an Ex-

HuME [32] version 1.0 test sample consisting of low
�Ô�

b-jets. The L1 reconstruction

was done with ORCA 7.6.1 for the QCD samples and ORCA 8.7.1 for the ExHuME

samples providing the reconstructed L1 jets in the form of a ROOT ntuple that was

analyzed. All the used samples were produced on the Wisconsin CMS Tier-23. See

table A.1 for values on some of the parameters used for simulating the calorimeters.

2 ¢DC @ �0���FEHG��_�§«JILK ¡o¡ and « ( M ) is the polar (azimuthal) angle with respect to the direction of the

clockwise turning beam.
3www home-page: http://www.hep.wisc.edu/cgi-bin/cms/CMSJug.cgi?p=datasets
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Table A.1: The energy thresholds and noise levels used in the study. p.e. = photo

electrons.

Parameter Barrel Endcap Very Forward

ECAL digi threshold 90 MeV 450 MeV -

HCAL digi threshold 500 MeV 500 MeV 500 MeV

Noise level ECAL 40 MeV 150 MeV -

Noise level HCAL 3 p.e. 3 p.e. 0.125 p.e.
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Figure A.1: Detection efficiency for L1 jets with measured
�9� � 40 GeV as a function

of generated jet
���

. The full line shows jets with u �¼uÆF 1.5, the dashed line jets with

3.0 Fþu �¼u�F 5.1 and the dotted line jets with 1.5 F�u �âu�F 3.0.

A.4 Calibration method

First the reconstructed L1 jets and generator-level jets were correlated with each other

by requiring that they were within an angular distance of
� qQ� # añqðÿ # F 0.3 (0.5)

in the central (forward) region of the experiment. Then their transverse energies were

added as a pair to a two-dimensional
�Ô�

(L1) versus
�3�

(generated) histogram for the� -interval corresponding to the � of the reconstructed L1 jet. The size of an � -interval

was approximately 0.35 for the very central region ( u �¼u�F 2.2) and approximately 0.5

for the rest of the calorimeter coverage.

The necessity to make � dependent corrections is illustrated by Figure A.1, where

the detection efficiency for L1 jets with measured
�Ô� � 40 GeV is shown for three
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different ranges in pseudorapidity ( u �âu F 1.5, 1.5 F u �¼uíF 3.0 and 3.0 F´u �âu F 5.1)

as a function of the
�3�

of the corresponding generated jet. From the figure, it can

be seen that the � regions show quite different behaviour and also that the 40 GeV�3�
-cutoff in reality corresponds to a much higher value (about 65-80 GeV). To have

a reliable L1 jet trigger based on a certain
���

-cutoff, the efficiency should show very

little � dependence as well as have approximately a 50 % efficiency for jets having a

real
���

equal to the cutoff value. The applied corrections must also depend on the

measured L1
�3�

since it shows a non-linear behaviour with respect to the generated�3�
, especially for energies below 50 GeV. This behaviour can be seen in Figure A.2

showing the measured L1
���

and the generated
���

relation for one � -interval in the

forward region and one in the central.
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Figure A.2: The measured L1 jet
���

versus the generated jet
���

for the third (left) and

eleventh (right) � -interval (-3.839 F%�UF -3.330 and -0.348 F%�F 0.0, respectively).

Superimposed are the double-parabolic calibration fits described in the text. The fitted

function as well as the fitted parameters are explained in the Appendix.

A one-dimensional profile histogram as function of the generated jet
�9�

were made

for each � -interval. Each of these profile histograms was then fitted with two separate

second-degree polynomials, one for the lower
�9�

region and one for the higher
���

region, with the additional constraint that the curves had to meet at a common
�?�

point. This
�3�

value defined the upper limit of the validity of the low
�Ô�

calibration

and the lower limit of the validity of the high
�Ô�

calibration. The fitted functions were

in addition constrained to have their minima to the left of their respective domains of

validity so as to be invertible as well as being monotonously growing within the fitted

region to ensure a sensible physical behaviour. Two examples of the fits are given in

Figure A.2. The above fitting procedure was chosen after trying to fit the whole
�?�

-
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range by means of other types of invertible polynomials without satisfactory results.

The upper edge of the high
���

region fit of each � -interval was chosen such that

the statistics for each bin in the fit was sufficient, and the lower edge of the low
�9�

region fit of each � -interval was set as low a sensible physical behaviour could be

ensured. At very low
���

’s, the
�3�

relation between the L1 and generated jet becomes

unphysical since a majority of the generated jets are not reconstructed at L1 anymore

and those reconstructed tend to have a larger measured
�Ô�

than expected. In addition,

some other L1 jet caused by remnants of a nearby (necessarily larger) generated jet or

simply detector noise could be identified with the generated jet. After ensuring that the�3�
ranges used for the fits were good and that all fits had converged correctly, all of

the 22 double-parabolic fits were inverted to give the true
�9�

corresponding to a given

measured L1
�3�

in a given L1 � -interval.

A.5 Results

As a first cross check, the calibration was applied on a high
�Ô�

QCD sample that

was not used as input to the calibration. The relative deviation of the calibrated
�?�

for this sample is shown in Figure A.3 and as expected the mean of a Gaussian fit

to the histogram show little deviation from zero. Another check was to remake Fig-
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Figure A.3: Fractional deviation of the calibrated
�Ô�

from the generated
���

for an

independent QCD sample (170 GeV F V� � F 230 GeV). The measured L1
���

was

required to be within the domain of validity of the calibration.
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ure A.1. Figure A.4 shows the detection efficiency as a function of the generated jet�3�
for a certain

�3�
-cutoff, but using here the calibrated

�Ô�
instead of the measured

L1
���

. Three differences between Figures A.1 and A.4 are worth noticing. Firstly, the

differences in the behaviour of the efficiency for the different � -intervals are smaller

in Figure A.4 than in Figure A.1, though not zero. Secondly, the 50 % detection effi-

ciency now corresponds to a
���

value that more-or-less corresponds to the cutoff value

of 40 GeV. Thirdly, the transition from a low to a high efficiency is now happening in

a shorter
�3�

interval, effectively leading to a sharper selection on the real jet
�9�

.
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Figure A.4: Detection efficiency for jets with calibrated �b��� 40 GeV as a function

of generated jet �T� . The full line shows jets with � ����� 1.5, the dashed line jets with

3.0 �B� ���p� 5.1 and the dotted line jets with 1.5 �%� �;�p� 3.0.

The calibrated �k� still shows a residual systematic effect for very high and very

low �k� ’s both in the central and forward regions as seen in Figure A.5. The residual

systematic effect in the very high �T� region mostly comes from lack of sufficient

statistics in the calibration at such �T� ’s and of course needs to be taken care of offline

but is harmless at L1. A residual systematic effect in the low �b� region can potentially

be very harmful for the L1 selection and therefore, this low ��� systematic effect was

studied in detail. Figure A.6 (left) shows the fractional deviation of the calibrated �Q�
from the generated �T� as function of the measured L1 �T� for this low �k� region.

At most a 5 % relative deviation is visible down to about 15 GeV in measured L1

�k� , which corresponds to about 25 GeV in generated �b� . The � dependence of the

systematic effect for the jets in the first bins in Figure A.5 (left) and (right) was also
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checked. As can be seen from Figure 4.4 (right) no significant � dependence of the

systematic deviation was found. Therefore, it was concluded that despite some residual

systematic effect at low
�3�

, the calibration could safely be used for L1 jet selection

studies down to an
���

of 30-40 GeV. This is also the lower limit were the simulation

is at all expected to be able to reproduce the upcoming experimental data.

For many of the L1 selections in the CMS/TOTEM forward physics program [38]

a cutoff of 40 GeV on the calibrated
���

was used. Figure A.7 show the fractional

deviation of the calibrated
���

for jets selected by such a cutoff in a QCD sample (left)

and an exclusive central diffractive Higgs sample (right, R " = 120 GeV). Gaussian

fits to the QCD histograms show no deviation from zero for the mean. The small

deviation from zero for the mean in the Higgs sample is only due to the kinematics of

these events since only jets with
�Ô�

’s upto 60 GeV are present in this sample. The

upper tail in both distributions is originating from the small remnant systematic effect

discussed above.
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Figure A.5: The ratio of the calibrated
�Ô�

to the generated
���

as function of the

generated
�3�

for jets in the central (left) and forward regions (right) ( u �¼u�F 3.0 and 3.0FÜu �¼u�F 5.1, respectively).

Lastly, an approximate calibrated jet
�Ô�

resolution was extracted. Figure A.8

shows the width of the distribution of the ratio of the calibrated jet
�9�

and the gen-

erated jet
�3�

as a function of the generated jet
���

. The behaviour as a function of

generated jet
�3�

is largely like expected, a convolution of a constant term ��� and a�
constant ( �3� -term, namely

Oí� ��� �}[ � �Y� # a constant��� [è�Y�?O � �)a ����3�Ô-
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Figure A.6: Left: The fractional deviation of the calibrated
�Ô�

from the generated�3�
as function of the measured L1

���
for the low

�3�
part. Right: The ratio of the

calibrated
�3�

to the generated
�3�

as function of the L1 jet � for jets with a generated�3�
between 50 and 60 GeV.

This was ascertained by finding the best fit function of the form given above. The

resulting parameters from such a fit on a sample of QCD jets with calibrated
�?� �

50 GeV and u �âu¼F 3.0 were a constant term �Y� [\��N_-0��<?2%�5-6�.N�� % and a poissonian

term ���WO � ����( �3� [\���f=A�Ô2"/.� % ( q �3� [GeV]. As can be seen from the R # of the

fit in Figure A.8 as well as from how well the points follow the superimposed curve,

the fitted functional form doesn’t describe the data well, so the extracted numbers have

to be taken only as indicative. Adding a noise term proportional to the inverse of
�?�

didn’t give any noticeable improvement to the fit.

A.6 Conclusions

In this note, calibration functions for the L1 jet transverse energy as a function of both

the L1
�3�

and the pseudorapidity have been extracted. The calibrations are based

on a full simulation of the CMS detector, and markedly improve the quality of the

reconstructed L1 jets. From a study of the remaining systematic effects at low
�?�

, the

conclusion is drawn that the calibration can safely be used for L1 jet selection studies

down to an
�3�

of 30-40 GeV.
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Figure A.7: Gaussian fit to the pull, i.e. the fractional deviation of the calibrated
�?�

from the generated
�3�

, for the QCD sample (left) and the ExHuME sample (right), for

all jets having calibrated
��� � 40 GeV.
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Figure A.8: Gaussian width of the distribution of the ratio of the calibrated jet
�9�

and the generated
�3�

as a function of the generated
���

for central L1 jets ( u �âu)F
3.0). Superimposed is the best fit giving an ½b� �Ô� �h( �3� [ ��N5-6��<G2��5-0��N��{öBSÜ�m�]=A��2/.�{ö�( q �3� [GeV]. See the text on page 56 for more details.

A.7 Appendix: Calibration functions for different � -

intervals

The fits for two � -intervals were presented in the text (see Figure A.2), but not all. Here

is a complete list of all the double-parabolic fits in the 22 � -intervals with the values

of the fitted parameters: All functions below are of the form
� r �JW z� z 4 Do� z [x/WOµ� � � �� i
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� ��á��.�{(A��� ��á_�la � � ��á_� # iÌ=GOÙ� ��á��9OÙ� ��á./�aè=cOÙ� ��á�/?O � � �� �
To obtain the inverse function, i.e. the L1

�Ô�
corresponding to a given generated�3�

value, first find the correct � -range. Then use the above formula to find the values

of generated
�3�

corresponding to the endpoints of the given L1
�Ô�

ranges. Lastly,

evaluate
� ! r �� z � � [ñ� ��á./ÔO � #� z 4 D�� z a � ��á���O ��� z 4 Do� z a ����á+� .

Table A.2: All the double-parabolic fits in the 22 � -intervals

with the values of the fitted parameters.

Name Value
Interval 1 Low (-5.115 F4��F -4.439 & 6.4685 F1��� �Ô� ��8@$'&W�)F 8.8757)

Par 0 8.01053

Par 1 -0.317671

Par 2 0.016347

Interval 1 High (-5.115 F4��F -4.439 & 8.8757 F1�3� �Ô� ��8@$'&W�)F 55.212)

Par 0 2.1871

Par 1 0.21525

Par 2 0.00415466

Interval 2 Low (-4.439 F4��F -3.839 & 6.6335 F1��� �Ô� ��8@$'&W�)F 12.384)

Par 0 7.5592

Par 1 -0.29642

Par 2 0.0203854

Interval 2 High (-4.439 F4��F -3.839 & 12.384 F1�3� �Ô� ��8@$'&W�)F 103.66)

Par 0 -4.3132

Par 1 0.68127

Par 2 0.000257198

Interval 3 Low (-3.839 F4��F -3.33 & 6.7744 F1��� �Ô� ��8@$'&W�)F 13.230)

Par 0 7.16239

Par 1 -0.226287

Par 2 0.0187485

Interval 3 High (-3.839 F4��F -3.33 & 13.230 F1��� �Ô� ��8@$'&W�)F 184.21)

Par 0 -4.52182

Par 1 0.708081

Continued on next page
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Table A.2 – continued from previous page
Name Value
Par 2 6.85266e-05

Interval 4 Low (-3.33 Fï��F -3.0 & 6.7495 F��3� �Ô� ��8@$'&W�)F 16.787)

Par 0 6.38369

Par 1 -0.0816137

Par 2 0.0118196

Interval 4 High (-3.33 F4��F -3.0 & 16.787 F��3� �Ô� ��8@$'&W�)F 242.89)

Par 0 -6.71204

Par 1 0.704413

Par 2 2.49264e-05

Interval 5 Low (-3.0 FÞ��F -2.172 & 6.4465 F��3� �Ô� ��8@$'&W�)F 34.351)

Par 0 5.83242

Par 1 0.000230754

Par 2 0.00611815

Interval 5 High (-3.0 FÞ��F -2.172 & 34.351 F1��� �Ô� ��8@$'&W�)F 523.71)

Par 0 -21.9264

Par 1 0.813622

Par 2 0.00015963

Interval 6 Low (-2.172 F4��F -1.74 & 6.5503 F1��� �Ô� ��8@$'&W�)F 42.008)

Par 0 5.31387

Par 1 0.0775463

Par 2 0.00460962

Interval 6 High (-2.172 F4��F -1.74 & 42.008 F1��� �Ô� ��8@$'&W�)F 604.20)

Par 0 -24.2059

Par 1 0.804588

Par 2 0.000133046

Interval 7 Low (-1.74 Fï��F -1.392 & 6.7761 F1��� �Ô� ��8@$'&W�)F 47.774)

Par 0 4.98445

Par 1 0.143096

Par 2 0.00360696

Interval 7 High (-1.74 F4��F -1.392 & 47.774 F1��� �Ô� ��8@$'&W�)F 581.51)

Par 0 -23.7496

Continued on next page
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Table A.2 – continued from previous page
Name Value
Par 1 0.775496

Par 2 0.000127374

Interval 8 Low (-1.392 F4��F -1.044 & 6.3926 F1��� �Ô� ��8@$'&W�)F 48.900)

Par 0 4.31074

Par 1 0.177634

Par 2 0.00305521

Interval 8 High (-1.392 F4��F -1.044 & 48.900 F1�3� �Ô� ��8@$'&W�)F 553.29)

Par 0 -22.2511

Par 1 0.735743

Par 2 0.000123502

Interval 9 Low (-1.044 F4��F -0.696 & 6.8653 F1��� �Ô� ��8@$'&W�)F 46.836)

Par 0 4.82439

Par 1 0.168734

Par 2 0.00353554

Interval 9 High (-1.044 F4��F -0.696 & 46.836 F1�3� �Ô� ��8@$'&W�)F 574.97)

Par 0 -21.4602

Par 1 0.767979

Par 2 0.000120097

Interval 10 Low (-0.696 F4��F -0.348 & 6.8110 F1�3� �Ô� ��8@$'&W�)F 51.220)

Par 0 4.42813

Par 1 0.205124

Par 2 0.00331642

Interval 10 High (-0.696 F4��F -0.348 & 51.220 F1�3� �Ô� ��8@$'&W�)F 619.72)

Par 0 -22.8945

Par 1 0.800283

Par 2 7.53879e-05

Interval 11 Low (-0.348 FÞ��F 0.0 & 7.0323 F��3� �Ô� ��8@$'& ��F 48.651)

Par 0 4.52349

Par 1 0.215891

Par 2 0.00349897

Interval 11 High (-0.348 FÞ��F 0.0 & 48.651 F��3� �Ô� ��8@$'& ��F 582.68)

Continued on next page
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Table A.2 – continued from previous page
Name Value
Par 0 -20.4748

Par 1 0.799887

Par 2 8.82359e-05

Interval 12 Low (0.0 FÞ��F 0.348 & 6.8468 F��3� ��� �o8:$'&W�)F 50.259)

Par 0 4.25144

Par 1 0.22579

Par 2 0.00337425

Interval 12 High (0.0 FÞ��F 0.348 & 50.259 F��3� �Ô� �o8:$'&W�)F 581.62)

Par 0 -21.2699

Par 1 0.805761

Par 2 7.92976e-05

Interval 13 Low (0.348 F4��F 0.696 & 7.0877 F��3� �Ô� �o8:$'&:�3F 48.619)

Par 0 4.88783

Par 1 0.184915

Par 2 0.00350721

Interval 13 High (0.348 F4��F 0.696 & 48.619 F��3� �Ô� �o8:$'&:�3F 580.11)

Par 0 -21.6829

Par 1 0.786251

Par 2 0.000104927

Interval 14 Low (0.696 F4��F 1.044 & 6.5491 F��3� �Ô� �o8:$'&:�3F 50.202)

Par 0 4.26682

Par 1 0.195684

Par 2 0.0032546

Interval 14 High (0.696 F4��F 1.044 & 50.202 F��3� �Ô� �o8:$'&:�3F 573.65)

Par 0 -22.6703

Par 1 0.77821

Par 2 0.000105258

Interval 15 Low (1.044 F4��F 1.392 & 6.5835 F��3� �Ô� �o8:$'&:�3F 50.922)

Par 0 4.49216

Par 1 0.179097

Continued on next page
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Table A.2 – continued from previous page
Name Value
Par 2 0.00300388

Interval 15 High (1.044 F4��F 1.392 & 50.922 F��3� �Ô� �o8:$'&:�3F 595.69)

Par 0 -23.3845

Par 1 0.747788

Par 2 0.000103522

Interval 16 Low (1.392 F4��F 1.74 & 6.7789 F��3� �Ô� �o8:$'&W�)F 50.630)

Par 0 4.88419

Par 1 0.155078

Par 2 0.00343904

Interval 16 High (1.392 F4��F 1.74 & 50.630 F��3� �Ô� �o8:$'&W�)F 580.32)

Par 0 -25.1323

Par 1 0.787201

Par 2 0.000111041

Interval 17 Low (1.74 F4��F 2.172 & 6.6217 F��3� �Ô� �o8:$'&W�)F 40.268)

Par 0 5.47166

Par 1 0.0673773

Par 2 0.00476289

Interval 17 High (1.74 F4��F 2.172 & 40.268 F��3� �Ô� �o8:$'&W�)F 558.51)

Par 0 -23.0453

Par 1 0.792151

Par 2 0.000157779

Interval 18 Low (2.172 F4��F 3.0 & 6.6440 F��3� ��� �o8:$'&W�)F 34.634)

Par 0 6.21302

Par 1 -0.0202949

Par 2 0.00633931

Interval 18 High (2.172 F4��F 3.0 & 34.634 F��3� �Ô� �o8:$'&W�)F 513.70)

Par 0 -23.1363

Par 1 0.835662

Par 2 9.84424e-05

Interval 19 Low (3.0 Fï��F 3.33 & 6.7513 F��3� ��� �o8:$'&W�)F 17.255)

Par 0 6.13626

Continued on next page
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Table A.2 – continued from previous page
Name Value
Par 1 -0.0468495

Par 2 0.0108353

Interval 19 High (3.0 Fï��F 3.33 & 17.255 F��3� ��� �o8:$'&W�)F 210.08)

Par 0 -6.45633

Par 1 0.688078

Par 2 0.000112404

Interval 20 Low (3.33 F4��F 3.839 & 6.6990 F��3� �Ô� �o8:$'&W�)F 13.284)

Par 0 6.96041

Par 1 -0.210309

Par 2 0.0184168

Interval 20 High (3.33 F4��F 3.839 & 13.284 F��3� �Ô� �o8:$'&W�)F 176.63)

Par 0 -4.608

Par 1 0.711495

Par 2 5.38132e-05

Interval 21 Low (3.839 F4��F 4.439 & 6.6064 F��3� �Ô� �o8:$'&:�3F 14.278)

Par 0 7.26157

Par 1 -0.258852

Par 2 0.0193339

Interval 21 High (3.839 F4��F 4.439 & 14.278 F��3� �Ô� �o8:$'&:�3F 107.77)

Par 0 -3.19043

Par 1 0.630049

Par 2 0.000731346

Interval 22 Low (4.439 F4��F 5.115 & 6.4977 F��3� �Ô� �o8:$'&:�3F 11.380)

Par 0 7.89381

Par 1 -0.29144

Par 2 0.0151825

Interval 22 High (4.439 F4��F 5.115 & 11.380 F��3� �Ô� �o8:$'&:�3F 59.728)

Par 0 0.752573

Par 1 0.308524

Par 2 0.00281229
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